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1. Does it support your culture and values?
You need to think carefully about how the school will in uence your childYou need to think carefully about how the school will in uence your child

towards or away from what you truly value.towards or away from what you truly value.

For exampleFor example… If you are vegetarian and all the children in the school eat meat If you are vegetarian and all the children in the school eat meat

how will that affect your child? Will they feel left out and strange? Will theyhow will that affect your child? Will they feel left out and strange? Will they

feel like eating meat just so they can t in?feel like eating meat just so they can t in?

What kind of music do the children listen to? What kind of movies do theyWhat kind of music do the children listen to? What kind of movies do they

watch? How do they speak to their parents? Is it with respect?watch? How do they speak to their parents? Is it with respect?

Is your Is your religion and culture valued and celebrated?religion and culture valued and celebrated? Or is it looked down on? Or is it looked down on?

Are there other children in the school with the same language and culture?Are there other children in the school with the same language and culture?

2. Is there a focus on character development?
Many schools try to control the children by using different behaviourMany schools try to control the children by using different behaviour

management techniques. But the real test is... management techniques. But the real test is... 

"How do the children behave when the teacher is not there?""How do the children behave when the teacher is not there?"

  

Are children trained to be self disciplined? Are they self motivated? 

 Do they show genuine respect to others?
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These are things with can be taught in the classroom, but even moreThese are things with can be taught in the classroom, but even more

powerfully, these character traits are picked up through the culture of thepowerfully, these character traits are picked up through the culture of the

school. If the school has a culture of respect, responsibility and love forschool. If the school has a culture of respect, responsibility and love for

learning, those are learning, those are the qualities your child will develop.the qualities your child will develop.

3. Is there deep learning?
Many schools put the emphasis on academic test results at the expense ofMany schools put the emphasis on academic test results at the expense of

developing the fundamental skills and habits that are most valuable in life. Andeveloping the fundamental skills and habits that are most valuable in life. An

over-emphasis on memorisation, tests and awards leads to a rushed,over-emphasis on memorisation, tests and awards leads to a rushed,

super cial concept super cial concept of education.of education.

In contrast, children should be given time to In contrast, children should be given time to deeply engage with relevantdeeply engage with relevant

topics of genuine personal interesttopics of genuine personal interest and follow them through to completion. and follow them through to completion.

Children also need to have opportunities to learn in groups. This not onlyChildren also need to have opportunities to learn in groups. This not only

trains them in the skills of listening and cooperation, but also deepens theirtrains them in the skills of listening and cooperation, but also deepens their

learning as they communicate and teach each other.learning as they communicate and teach each other.

4. Is technology used with purpose and thought?
Many schools think that technology is a magic bullet. They think thatMany schools think that technology is a magic bullet. They think that

technology should be used as much as possible from the very beginning oftechnology should be used as much as possible from the very beginning of

school.school.
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Technology is certainly a useful tool, but we can also see how easy it is to beTechnology is certainly a useful tool, but we can also see how easy it is to be

addicted to the screen.addicted to the screen.

We need to train children from a young to not be slaves to technology. TheyWe need to train children from a young to not be slaves to technology. They

need to need to learn to nd happiness from withinlearn to nd happiness from within without needing anything without needing anything

external. They need to learn that they don’t need the latest toy or game orexternal. They need to learn that they don’t need the latest toy or game or

clothes to be happy.clothes to be happy.

5. Is the environment uplifting?
It is hard to be peaceful and learn effectively in a concrete jungle. ChildrenIt is hard to be peaceful and learn effectively in a concrete jungle. Children

need to develop a connection and appreciation for nature. A beautiful naturalneed to develop a connection and appreciation for nature. A beautiful natural

setting inspires learning and understanding of natural laws.  setting inspires learning and understanding of natural laws.  

6. Are the children experiencing happiness?
Finally, perhaps most importantly are the children happy. Unless the childrenFinally, perhaps most importantly are the children happy. Unless the children

are experiencing happiness  it will be very hard for them to learn and developare experiencing happiness  it will be very hard for them to learn and develop

positive relationships with others.positive relationships with others.

When children engage deeply with meaningful projectsWhen children engage deeply with meaningful projects…
When they are learn in a supportive environment and cultureWhen they are learn in a supportive environment and culture…
When they practice being satis ed without dependence on material thingsWhen they practice being satis ed without dependence on material things…..

It is natural for them to be happy.It is natural for them to be happy.
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Hare Krishna School
Hare Krishna School combines the best of modern education with

ancient wisdom and culture. It is based on the values of 

Wisdom | Respect | JoyWisdom | Respect | Joy

To nd out more about Hare Krishna School...

Give us a call on (64) 09 4126325

or email admin@harekrishna.school.nz

LEARN MORE
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